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ABSTRACT
Product recognition is a task that receives continuous attention
by the computer vision/deep learning community mainly with
the scope of providing robust solutions for automatic checkout
supermarkets. One of the main challenges is the lack of images
that illustrate in realistic conditions a high number of products.
Here the product recognition task is perceived slightly differently
compared to the automatic checkout paradigm but the challenges
encountered are the same. The setting under which this dataset is
captured is with the aim to help individuals with visual impairment
in doing their daily grocery in order to increase their autonomy. In
particular, we propose a large-scale dataset utilized to tackle the
product recognition problem in a supermarket environment. The
dataset is characterized by (a) large scale in terms of unique products
associated with one or more photos from different viewpoints, (b)
rich textual descriptions linked to different levels of annotation
and, (c) images acquired both in laboratory conditions and in a
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realistic supermarket scenario portrayed in various clutter and
lighting conditions. A direct comparison with existing datasets of
this category demonstrates the significantly higher number of the
available unique products, as well as the richness of its annotation
enabling different recognition scenarios. Finally, the dataset is also
benchmarked using various approaches based both on visual and
textual descriptors
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Association (WHO), visual impair-
ment is amajor global health issue that affects more than 285million
individuals globally. The limitations imposed in terms of autonomy
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in the everyday activities of the visually impaired, can be identified
as one of the most crucial challenges associated with the specific
health issue. One typical daily activity characterized by limited
autonomy is the supermarket visit. The common practice for the
visually impaired is to either visit the supermarket accompanied by
a seeing person who will assist in the identification and purchase of
goods or to provide their shopping list to a supermarket employee
who will handle the product “retrieval”. In the same context, Be
My Eyes1 connects visually impaired with sighted volunteers that
provide visual assistance via live video calls, subject to the sighted
users’ availability. However, such practices significantly limit the
autonomy of the visually impaired, as they rely on other individuals.
Existing assistive devices either using mobile (e.g. Envision2) or
glasses (e.g. OrCam MyEye 23) based applications partly alleviate
the problem, as the provided information is limited and mainly
oriented to the task of object recognition (e.g. bottle, can), without
offering specific information about identified products. Another al-
ternative is Microsoft’s Seeing AI4 that scans the product’s barcode
and provides responses of high precision, nevertheless it would be
challenging for the visually impaired to “locate” the barcode even
when audio cues are provided. As a result, a system that will be able
to adequately identify products would be an ideal assistive toolkit
for the visually impaired for the supermarket scenario.

Creating such a system demands a detailed image dataset, cap-
turing a large number of unique grocery products. Datasets in the
supermarket context do exist, but are mainly oriented in tackling
problems of different nature. The Freiburg Groceries Dataset [1]
provides a total of approximately 5.000 images of 25 grocery classes,
characterized by a large variety in terms of perspective, lighting
and degree of clutter, aiming to tackle the problem of recogniz-
ing the object category in a real-life setting. The Grozi Dataset [2]
includes a total of 120 unique products linked with images taken
both in ideal conditions and in natural environments, with the task
being the identification and localization of products of images in
the latter category. The Supermarket Produce Dataset [3] is another
grocery dataset that is built to facilitate the classification task of
fruits and vegetables and consists of 2.633 images for 15 product
categories. The RPC dataset [4] aims to tackle the problem of auto-
matic checkout and provides an image database generated from 200
unique products. The images are captured in laboratory conditions
with a wide variability in terms of perspective, resulting in 53.739
images of 200 isolated products and 30.000 images constructed for
automatic checkout purposes. The SOIL-47 dataset [5] includes im-
ages of 47 products captured from various angles, with the scope of
evaluating color-based recognition algorithms. The Grocery Prod-
ucts Dataset [6], another grocery dataset for product recognition,
contains 8.350 candidate web-crawled frontal side images and 680
query images captured in natural shelf conditions, that correspond
to 80 unique products.

The aforementioned datasets provide a high number of images
(both target and query) that are usually captured under various view
points, nevertheless the products identified by a unique Stock Keep-
ing Unit (SKU) [7] are limited to a couple of hundreds (see Table 1).

1https://www.bemyeyes.com/
2https://www.letsenvision.com/
3https://www.orcam.com/en/
4https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/seeing-ai

As a result embodying such datasets in a real-life scenario, where a
system would have to be able to recognize products among thou-
sands of unique SKUs, seems impractical. To this end and aiming at
the increased independence of the visually impaired, we propose
here the Products-6K dataset that is specifically designed to address
the issue of product recognition in real-life scenarios, consisting
of 6.348 unique SKUs. Each SKU is linked to candidate and query
images captured under various conditions and viewpoints and is
also associated with rich textual descriptors corresponding to dif-
ferent annotation levels provided by the supermarket’s structured
product categorization.

In this paper we propose a dataset, called hereby the Products-6K
dataset, to support the task of large-scale product recognition. In
essence, we consider the scenario where visually impaired individ-
uals reach and grab a product from the shelf, aiming to identify
whether the product at hand is the desired one. It is important to
note here that we are based on the assumption that individuals
have managed to approach a specific trail/shelf of interest using
an assistive system as the one described in our previous work [8]
and are about to select a specific product. The product recognition
process is emulated here by capturing its image using the mobile
phone’s camera. Ideally, a product recognition system would pro-
vide the exact product’s description with the consumer deciding
if the selected product is the desired one. In cases where the sys-
tem cannot provide a confident response about the exact product’s
description it can deliver more broad information like product’s
category or brand, that can be conveniently associated with the
shelf/trail the individual is in front of.

2 DATASET CHARACTERISTICS
The Products-6K dataset is characterized by its large scale in terms
of unique SKUs, as it provides 12.917 candidate images associated
with 6.348 unique SKUs and 373 query images linked with 104
unique SKUs. The available images of both the candidate and the
query set include single-product illustrations, with the former being
captured in laboratory conditions and the latter being acquired in
a supermarket environment. This partition was driven by the main
goal of our dataset, which is to rely on an existing product’s database
that most supermarkets generate in laboratory conditions, so as to
facilitate the product recognition task in a realistic supermarket
scenario. Moreover, in an effort to mimic such a realistic scenario,
the query images were acquired from several viewpoints under
various conditions in terms of lighting and clutter, considering
that the product has been removed from the shelf and its being
held by the user in his/her hand. The different viewpoints and
the various lighting/clutter levels are in essence the two major
challenges for the efficient product recognition proposed dataset.
Finally, each image (of both partitions) is accompanied by textual
annotation in various levels of detail, including the product’s SKU,
its specific and broad product category and its brand that is stored
in a .xls file.The dataset can be accessed via Zenodo5 For reasons of
corporate interest, the candidate and query images of 500 and 104
unique SKUs are available, but the interested reader is encouraged
to follow the contact details for requesting access to the full dataset.

5Products-6K: A Large-Scale Groceries Product Recognition Dataset - https://zenodo.
org/record/4428917
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Table 1: Dataset Comparisons

Freiburg Groceries Grozi Supermarket Produce RPC SOIL-47 Grocery Product–6K

# SKUs 25 120 15 200 47 80 6.348
# Images 5000 11.870 2.633 83.739 987 9.030 13.290

Figure 1: Sample images from (a) the set of candidate images and (b) the set of query images.

2.1 Construction of the candidate image set
The set of candidate images was provided by the Greek supermar-
ket Masoutis6, with a total of 12.917 product images being available,
corresponding to 6.348 unique product SKUs. Each image associ-
ated with a specific SKU provided a different product view, with
an example illustrated in Figure 1a. The frontal view was available
for all SKUs, while the availability of other views (e.g. left/right
side view) varied among SKUs. Each product image was linked
with the product’s SKU and accompanied by textual information
corresponding to different levels of detail, starting from broad de-
scriptions and ending up to a specific product description. The first
annotation level provides information about the product’s broad
category (BPC), the second describes the product’s specific category
(SPC), the third determines its brand category (BC), while the last
level presents the exact product description (PD). For example, for
Product SKU 18283 (Fig. 1a), the product’s BPC would be Coffee,
its SPC Filtered Coffee, its BC Jacobs and its PD would be Coffee
Jacobs Vanilla 250 grams.

To further enhance the available textual information we em-
ployed the optical character recognition (OCR)mechanism provided
by the Google Cloud Vision API as a means to extract the accessible
text from the product packages. The acquired textual information
for each product was concatenated with the product’s PD, resulting
in an enhanced description of higher descriptive power (compared
to PD), denoted as EPD. Consequently the EPD for Product SKU
18283, would be Coffee Filtered Jacobs Vanilla Flavours 250 grams.

2.2 Construction of the query image set
The query images were captured under real supermarket conditions
using a mobile phone camera and mimicking the scenario where
visitors grab a product from the shelf with their hand to decide
whether or not to put it in their cart. Google Pixel 2 XL with a
camera resolution of 12.2 MP (3024 x 4032 resolution) was selected
6https://www.masoutis.gr/

for acquiring the query images. Images were taken under different
real-world lighting conditions and degree of background clutter
(see Figure 1b), aiming to emulate in the best way the scenario of
product selection from the visually impaired. Considering that the
(majority of) visually impaired will not be able to identify a specific
view of the product package (e.g. the frontal view), the set of query
images was enrichedwith extra views for each product. The number
of the captured images or views for each product was dictated by
the type of the product package. The physical limitations imposed
by slim and bag packages resulted in capturing only 2 images for
products arising from these categories, while for the remainder
of package types (e.g. box, can, bottle) 4 images were registered.
An illustration of four different package types, arising from the
query images and corresponding to the same SKUs illustrated in
Figure 1a, is available in Figure 1b. The visual inspection of Figure
1 readily reveals the differences between the images captured in
laboratory (i.e. candidate images) and natural (i.e. query images)
environment. The set of query images was created by identifying a
subset of the candidate SKUs, consisting of 104 randomly selected
unique SKUs, resulting in a total of 373 query images. Finally, the
annotation detail level for each query image was identical to the
one for the candidate image set (i.e. BPC, SPC, BC, PD and EPD).

3 EVALUATION PROTOCOL
In this section, a series of evaluation metrics for the task of product
recognition are proposed. Prior to their description, it is important
to note that only the set of query images must be used for evaluation
purposes, considering that they have been obtained as a means
to handle a specific problem (i.e. product recognition in realistic
conditions). Additionally, considering that usually the frontal view
of a product is much more informative, we also report accuracies
for frontal-only views of the 104 products. Given the abundance
of textual information being available for each SKU/image any

3
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proposed product recognition system can be evaluated through a
series of metrics formulated as follows:

SKU Accuracy (ACCSKU): Measures the system’s ability to
reliably detect the exact product (i.e. SKU).

Broad Product Category Accuracy (ACCBPC): Evaluates the
system’s ability to identify the BPC for the query image. Its impact
is not as direct as in the case of ACCSKU, but it can be equivalently
assistive for the visually impaired providing more general infor-
mation that can be associated with the trail the user is in front
of.

Specific Product Category Accuracy (ACCSPC):Metric sim-
ilar to the ACCBPC as it refers to the product’s category but in a
more detailed manner that is equivalent to the shelf that the user is
in front of.

Brand Category Accuracy (ACCBC): Evaluates the system’s
ability to determine the image’s brand.

Finally, given that the task is an (image) retrieval problem, the
aforementioned metrics reflect in essence the Precision at 1 (P@1)
measurements. Aiming to also appraise the prospects of the pro-
vided dataset the cut-off ranks of 5/10/20, estimating the P@5, P@10
and P@20 respectively, have also been employed.

4 BENCHMARKING THE PROPOSED
DATASET

This section demonstrates the use of the proposed dataset and also
provides baselines for possible future comparisons. To benchmark
the dataset, we employed both visual/textual descriptors and their
combinations that are briefly described in the next sections. In
terms of preprocessing applied to each query image independently,
the first step was to locate the product in the provided image. The
object covering the largest area must coincide, for the majority of
the cases, with the product that must be retrieved. This is equivalent
to performing object detection in the image and identifying the
biggest bounding box (BB). Once the biggest BB was identified,
by using its 2D coordinates to estimate the corresponding area,
the second step consisted of using its coordinates to isolate it and
crop it from the original image, with the cropped version being
considered as the query image.

4.1 Visual Descriptors
Several relevant works have been proposed in the field of image
retrieval. Early image retrieval works relied on solutions based on
local handcrafted features, such as SIFT [9], in combination with
some aggregation schemes, i.e., Bag-of-Wards [10], VLAD [11], or
Fisher Vectors [12], in order to extract a vectorized representa-
tion for the images. More recent approaches adopt deep learning
(DL) for feature extraction that significantly boost retrieval perfor-
mance. Early methods that incorporated DL [13], [14] employed
a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and applied
aggregation functions on its output. More recent methods fine-tune
the CNN network on the particular problem they encounter, using
sophisticated network architectures [15], [16] and loss functions
[17]. Additionally, the state-of-art methods use global image rep-
resentations disregarding the spatial dimension, which could be
exploited for more accurate similarity calculations. To this end, in
this work, we employ a solution based on visual features extracted

from a pre-trained CNN and use symmetric Chamfer Similarity that
considers spatial structure during the calculation [17].

More specifically, given an input image, a feature extraction
scheme is applied to generate a region-level image representation.
More precisely, features are extracted from the intermediate convo-
lutional layers of a CNN [18], pre-trained on Imagenet [19][19], by
applying Regional-Maximum Activations of Convolution (R-MAC)
[14] on a specific granularity level. In that way, region-level repre-
sentations that contain the spatial information of the images are
generated. Unlike other feature extraction approaches, aggregation
schemes are not applied on the spatial dimension of the extracted
representations because this information is employed during simi-
larity calculation. For the latter process, the image similarity using
Chamfer Similarity [20] is calculated. Given a query and a target
image, the similarity between every region pair of the two images
based on their dot product is estimated, and then the similarity of
the most similar regions in the target image for each region in the
query image is averaged. In this work, the symmetric variant of
Chamfer Similarity [20] is employed as it presents a good trade-
off between the preservation of image structure and invariance to
spatial transformations (e.g., rotations, spatial shifts) that naturally
exist in our particular problem setting. Due to space limitations,
the reader is referred to [20] for a more detailed description about
the similarity functions.

Based on the previously described schemes, the image index-
ing endpoint extracted features for candidate set, that were saved
to an index along with the corresponding metadata information.
The image search endpoint for near-duplicates then calculated the
similarity between all index images with a given query image and
ranked the results in descending order, with the top 20 images being
selected for further processing.

4.2 Textual Descriptors
The majority of the product packages in our use case scenario con-
tains significant amount of textual information. In this direction,
besides the visual features derived using the near-duplicate detec-
tion (NDD) component, Google’s OCR mechanism was employed to
obtain the available text from each query and candidate image and
was considered as an alternative descriptor in the product recog-
nition process. A ranking process that included a distance metric
between the OCR obtained text and the two different product de-
scriptions (i.e. PDs and EPDs) that identified the common words
in the two sets was then used to determine the SKU of each query
image.

4.3 Fusion of visual and textual information
Additionally, approaches using both descriptors were explored.
The fusion was performed in two stages and it boils down to a
re-ranking process dependent to the second modality that will re-
rank the responses of the first modality and will provide a response
regarding the query’s SKU. In essence, when the initial ranking
is provided by the NDD approach (i.e. first retrieval stage) the
re-ranking (i.e. second retrieval stage) is performed by the OCR
and vice versa. The two fusion approaches are referred hereafter
as NDD+OCR and OCR+NDD respectively, with the first term
denoting the preceding stage and the second the subsequent.
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Table 2: The average accuracy scores (%) for the ACCSKU metric for all the baseline modalities.

OCRPD OCRPD+ NDD OCREPD OCREPD+ NDD NDD NDD+OCRPD NDD+OCREPD

All Images 18.18 30.91 39.27 32.90 34.55 37.88 41.69
Frontal Only 29.81 50.96 64.42 50.00 54.81 56.73 66.36

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experimental evaluation section is divided in four subsections,
with the first three incorporating the quantitative/qualitative exper-
imental evaluation and the last describing the dataset’s challenges.

5.1 Baseline Comparisons
This section reports the experimental results using the ACCSKU met-
ric as a means to evaluate the four different schemes (i.e. OCR+NDD,
OCR, NDD and NDD+OCR) in terms of product (i.e. SKU) recog-
nition. The evaluation process was performed independently for
the full set of query images and for the frontal-only query images.
As shown in Table 2, the sole use of the OCR modality using the
product description (i.e. OCRPD) results in poor performance in
terms of SKU retrieval, with the accuracy score barely surpassing
30% in the case of frontal query images, a fact that can be attrib-
uted to either the product’s peculiar fonts or to the its decorative
layout. Employing the NDD mechanism to re-rank the retrieved
images provides a slightly improved performance, nevertheless, the
obtained results are still inferior compared to both its enhanced
version (i.e. OCREPD) and the sole use of the visual descriptors (i.e.
NDD) that reach approximately 39% and 35% for the full query
image set. The approach of NDD+OCR is the scheme that performs
better, with the accuracy for the full query set being 37.88% and
41.69% when the PD and EPD descriptors are employed. The en-
hanced product descriptions aided significantly in the performance
improvement regarding the frontal query images, with the score
for the NDD+OCREPD being 66.36% compared to the 56.73% of
the NDD+OCRPD. A noticeable fact here is the significantly better
performance for the retrieval of frontal images regardless of the se-
lected modality, that can be attribute to a series of factors discussed
in Section 5.4.

5.2 Annotation Detail Comparisons
Given the established superiority of fused modality of
NDD+OCREPD the remainder of the accuracy metrics is ex-
amined only for this modality and is tabulated in Table 3. The
scores obtained for the products’ categories and brand are
significantly higher compared to the ACCSKU an outcome that
can be attributed to the high number of products belonging to the
same product family, concerning either its category or brand. It is
noteworthy, that the P@1 scores for the frontal-only query images
reach near optimal responses with the products’ categories or
brand being correctly retrieved approximately nine out of ten times.
The high scores obtained for P@5, P@10 indicate the large room
for improvement for the proposed dataset especially regarding the
query version that considers all images. Moreover, the difference
observed between P@1-P@5 and P@5-P@10 suggests that the
requested information usually lies within the first 5 or 10 retrievals
and that alternative re-ranking approaches could significantly

increase the P@1 scores, while the marginal difference between
P@10 and P@20 pinpoints that retrieving the top 10 images would
suffice for most cases.

5.3 Qualitative Evaluation
This section provides indicative examples of the retrieval results of
NDD+OCREPD. Figure 2, illustrates correctly retrieved images in
the first rank for various types of packages, while Figure 3 cases
where the correct candidate image lies within the first 5 ranks. It is
evident that for the majority of the examples, the retrieved images
are similar, making the selection of the correct one a challenging
task. Additionally, the observed tendencies can justify the increased
scores observed when comparing P@1 with P@5.

5.4 Challenges encountered
During the creation and evaluation process of the proposed dataset,
various challenges associated both with the dataset itself and the
marketing area in general have been encountered. As described in
previous sections, there were cases (i.e. SKUs) in the set of target
images that were linked only with frontal images or with a limited
number of views. This is expected to have a direct impact on the
NDD-based retrieval process, as such query images will not be
retrievable. A typical example of the specific challenge is depicted in
Figure 4a, where for a specific SKU both its target and query images
are presented in the left and right panel respectively, showcasing
the aforementioned challenge. It is rather unlikely to have side-
views of this kind in the product dataset of a supermarket, but
they are expected to appear as query images given the assumption
that visually impaired are not always able to determine the desired
view-point.
In the same direction, SKUs that differ only in the frontal view of the
product package were encountered. In this case, products belonged
to the same brand and possibly product category and their side
views were identical resulting in various misclassified images. Two
such cases are available in Figure 4b, where two query images asso-
ciated with different SKUs are almost identical in terms of context.
The issues posed by these two challenges can be readily depicted in
the substantial gap in terms of accuracy score, encountered between
the full query set and the frontal-only images.
The last challenge is attributed to the ever evolving nature of the
marketing area that dictates frequent alteration in the product
packages aiming in enhanced attractiveness and increased sales.
As a consequence, there were a few cases in the dataset where the
available candidate images were different than the query images
due to package alteration. Cases with minor package alterations did
not seem to affect the NDD retrieval process, nevertheless when
changes in the package were major the retrieval process in several
cases. Figure 4c and Figure 4d illustrate examples of minor changes
that were correctly retrieved and of major changes between the two
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Table 3: Precision at 1/5/10/20 for the four variants of the accuracy.

All Images Frontal Only

ACCSKU P@1 P@5 P@10 P@20 P@1 P@5 P@10 P@20
ACCBPC 41.69 53.78 62.24 66.36 66.36 81.73 85.58 85.58
ACCSPC 63.94 70.61 75.15 79.09 89.42 92.31 92.31 92.31
ACCBC 58.18 70.00 74.55 79.09 88.46 93.27 93.27 93.27
ACCSKU 64.85 76.67 80.61 86.67 91.35 96.15 96.15 97.12

Figure 2: Exemplar cases of correctly retrieved query images.

Figure 3: Exemplar cases where the query image is identified within the five first ranks of the retrieved images.

images (i.e. target and query) that results in the misidentification
of the latter respectively. This challenge is expected to self-regulate
in a real world application, considering that supermarkets update
their product database on a regular basis with images depicting the
new packages.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the Products-6K dataset was introduced, a novel
dataset for large scale product recognition in a supermarket envi-
ronment. The dataset encompasses a total of 6348 unique SKUs and
approximately 12.917 candidate product images and 104 SKUs-373
product query images for evaluation purposes. Besides the prod-
uct description for each image/SKU the categorization in terms of
broad, specific and brand category is also provided. The candidate
images were captured in laboratory conditions, while the query
images were captured in real supermarket conditions under various
viewpoints and degrees of background clutter/lighting conditions.

The dataset aims to tackle the problem of large scale product recog-
nition as encountered by the visually impaired. The problem is
challenging, considering that the number of the available SKUs
is significantly higher compared to previously released datasets.
The challenging nature of this dataset can be readily recognized
by the accuracy scores obtained by the benchmarking approaches
in the product recognition task (i.e. ACCSKU), with scores barely
surpassing 40% and 65% for the full query set and for the frontal-
only images respectively. The accuracy scores obtained for the
category/brand recognition task (i.e. ACCBPC, ACCSPC and ACCBC)
were significantly higher, with frontal-only images being correctly
associated with the corresponding category/brand with 90% ac-
curacy. The difference observed between the scores of P@1 and
P@5 indicate the room for substantial improvement in the pro-
posed dataset and that it can be employed in several other future
research directions, including among others automatic checkout
and brand detection. Additionally, the challenges of this dataset
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Figure 4: Examples of Dataset Challenges. a) SKU with limited viewpoints. b) Identical package illustrations associated with
different query images and thus SKUs. c) Minor Package Alterations. d) Major Package Alterations.

must be taken under consideration that mainly derive from the
discrepancies between the candidate and query image set, with the
former being generated in laboratory conditions mainly to support
the supermarket’s e-shop, while the latter were acquired in realistic
shopping scenarios. Finally, an issue left untreated in the evaluation
of the proposed dataset is its evaluation in different crop degrees,
considering that the visually impaired may not be able to capture
the entire package.
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